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Announcements

• Lab this week: bring textbook and photo atlas.
• Relevant reading BEFORE lab: Ch. 30

What do these things have in common?

http://www.metalunderground.com/images/gallery/Anthrax_Tour_2006_(Chigaco,_IL)/Anthrax_009.jpg

http://msnbcmedia4.msn.com/j/msnbc/Components/Photos/061222/061222_exxon_vmed11a.widec.jpg

http://www.destination360.com/north-america/us/wyoming/old-faithful.php

http://imagecache2.allposters.com/images/pic/ARG/20691~Beans-Peas-and-Lentils-Posters.jpg

http://i.cnn.net/cnn/SPECIALS/2001/trade.center/images/anthrax.jpg

Prokaryotes: Bacteria and Archaea
(Ch. 28)

I. Intro – how do prokaryotes differ from eukaryotes?

II.  (28.1) Why Do Biologists Study Bacteria and Archaea?
A. Bacterial Diseases
B. Bioremediation
C. Extremophiles
D. Global Change

III. (28.2) How Do Biologists Study Bacteria and Archaea?

IV. (28.3) Themes in the Diversification of Bacteria and Archaea
A. Morphological Diversity
B. Metabolic Diversity

KEY CONCEPTS

• You are only alive because of prokaryotes.
* But they could also kill you

• Bacteria and archaea are the best 
biochemists in the world
* very diverse biochemically

I. Prokaryotes vs. eukaryotes

aerobic
prokaryote

photosynthetic 
prokaryote

Internal cellular structure
• one double stranded chromosome of DNA in the form of a 

ring
• smaller rings of DNA called plasmids
• specialized membranes for metabolic purposes
• no membrane-bound organelles 
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Comparison to eukaryotes

Prokaryotes

Eukaryotes Asexual reproduction

• Binary fission
• Resistant 

spores

Sex in bacteria?
• No real sexual 

reproduction
• transformation - the 

uptake of genes from the 
surrounding environment

• conjugation - direct 
transfer of genes from 
prokaryote to prokaryote

Prokaryotes vs. Eukaryotes
cells small (1-5 mm diameter)
unicellular
no nucleus or organelles
cell wall

cells large (10-100 mm)
unicellular or multicellular
nucleus and organelles
different cell wall when present

C&R Fig 27.2

Actual prokaryotic ancestry

C&R Fig 26.1

Consequences of plasmid transfer (transformation, conjugation)
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27.1 Why Do Biologists 
Study Bacteria and 

Archaea?

decomposers - recycle nutrients 
from dead organisms

pathogens - cause 
human disease

mutualism - live closely 
with another organism and 
both benefit

Ecological impacts of prokaryotes

a. Bacterial Diseases

http://i.cnn.net/cnn/SPECIALS/2001/trade.center/images/anthrax.jpg

http://www.metalunderground.com/images/gallery/Anthrax_Tour_2006_(Chigaco,_IL)/Anthrax_009.jpg

b. Bioremediation

http://mds.glc.org/carol/images/chem/2378tcdd.gif

dioxin

glucose

http://dl.clackamas.edu/ch106-07/images/ring.h1.jpg

octane

http://core.ecu.edu/phys/flurchickk/AtomicMolecularSy
stems/octaneReplacement/images/octane2.png

Exxon Valdez oil spill

http://msnbcmedia4.msn.com/j/msnbc/Components/Photos/061222/061222_exxon_vmed11a.widec.jpgwww.pwsoundkeeper.org/spill.html

http://www.channel6.dk/native/Grabs%20full/AK4-078V.jpg
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Issues with bioremediation
Microbial degradation of Gulf oil spill?

Methane concentrations in subsurface plume
(Camilli et al. 2010 Science)

http://www.manausa.com/no-oil-at-cape-san-blas/

Oil degrading bacteria in plume

Hazen et al. 2010 Science

c. Extremophiles

http://www.destination360.com/north-america/us/wyoming/old-faithful.php

most research has focused on their ecology rather than phylogeny

extreme thermophiles

extreme halophiles

methanogens

Archaea
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d. Global Change
1. The Oxygen Revolution

Cyanobacteria

2. The Nitrogen Cycle

Beans, peas & lentils

http://imagecache2.allposters.com/images/pic/ARG/20691~Beans-Peas-and-Lentils-Posters.jpg

Nitrogen fixation
• Convert atmospheric 

nitrogen into 
biological form used 
in proteins and 
nucleic acids

• Anabaena, a 
photoautotroph, can 
also fix nitrogen.

• Heterocysts – cells 
specialized to carry 
out the process

Nitrate Pollution
III. How Do Biologists Study 

Bacteria and Archaea? (27.2)
1. What biases arise with using enrichment 

cultures to study prokaryotes?
2. How has direct sequencing changed our 

understanding of the evolutionary 
relationships among prokaryotes?

3. What is one advantage of enrichment 
culture over direct sequencing?  Vice versa?

4. Don’t worry about details of fig. 27.8.
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27.3 What Themes Occur in 
the Diversification of 

Bacteria
and Archaea?

Morphological Diversity

spherical 
(cocci)

Helical 
(spirillum)

rod-shaped 
(bacilli)

Prokaryote shape

Movement

• Flagella (bacterial)
• Chemical gliding

Animated bacterial movement towards attractant
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Prokaryotic cell walls
• maintain shape, 

protection
• complex 

chemically –
peptidoglycan
and lipids

• many antibiotics 
target this 
special 
chemistry

Fig 27.5

Metabolic Diversity
Aerobic/anaerobic

Cellular Respiration: Variation in Electron 
Donors and Electron Acceptors

Photosynthesis
Pathways for Fixing Carbon

Metabolism and oxygen

• obligate aerobes -
oxygen required

• facultative aerobes - use 
oxygen when available 
but not required

• obligate anaerobes -
poisoned by oxygen

Cellular Respiration: 
Variation

in Electron Donors and
Electron Acceptors
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Photosynthesis Metabolic diversity

Prokaryote phylogeny
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KEY CONCEPTS

• Bacteria and archaea affect your life:
- Disease (a small percentage of prokaryotes) 
- Cleaning up pollution (bioremediation)
- Photosynthetic bacteria: evolution of the 

oxygen atmosphere. 
- Bacteria and archaea cycle nutrients through 

both terrestrial and aquatic environments.

KEY CONCEPTS

• Bacteria and archaea are very diverse 
biochemically
- small and relatively simple in their overall 

morphologies 
- live in a wide array of habitats
- sophisticated chemistry: use diverse types of 

molecules in cellular respiration and 
fermentation. 

- Many species are restricted in distribution and 
have a limited diet.


